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Subj: PHYSICAL EDUCATION REMEDIATION PROGRAM PROCEDURES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

Ref: (a) COMDTMIDINST 6110.3 Physical Education Remediation 
Attendance Policy 

(b) DIRATHINST 6100 Physical Education Requirements for 
Graduation from the United States Naval Academy 

1. Purpose. To establish procedures, roles and 
responsibilities to ensure that the remediation of Physical 
Education (PE) deficiencies is executed in an effective, 
efficient manner. 

2. General Responsibilities. 

a. Midshipmen. Reference (a) directs deficient Midshipmen to 
initiate contact with the course instructor to schedule 
remediation by the end of the fourth week of the following 
semester or within 30 days of the end of the course for half 
semester courses. Additionally, reference (a) requires 
Midshipmen to attend weekday swim remediation until they are no 
longer deficient. 

b. PE staff. PE instructors as listed below are tasked with 
providing remediation and shall ensure that they make ample 
opportunity to remediate during this timeframe. Remediation 
schedules shall be made available to classes as well as to the 
PE Liaison Officer (PELO) . PE staff shall also provide to the 
PELO information on remediation attempted or scheduled by 
Midshipmen upon PELO request. Specific responsibility for 
course remediation is as follows: 

(1) MAI. Brian Antonelli 

(2) MAII. Mark Goers 
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(3) Wrestling. Cliff Dooman 

(4) Boxing. Jim McNally 

(5) PE Electives. Assigned instructor 

(6) Swimming. Mike Schwob 

3. Swim Remediation. To facilitate the remediation process, an 
updated deficiency roster will be kept and daily attendance 
reported to the Company Officers (CO) and to the PELO. Specific 
responsibilities include: 

a. Mike Schwob. 

(1) Assume overall responsibility for the swim 
remediation program including record keeping. 

(2) Schedule remediation sessions and inform the Marking 
Officer (MO) and PELO of the remediation schedule. 

(3) Create an attendance roster from the Company Officer 
Deficiency Report (CODEFREP) and post online for CO and PELO 
visibility. Ensure that the online roster is updated daily (by 
1000 the next day for afternoon remedial sessions) and is 
accurate. 

(4) Update the roster with each new CODEFREP. 
testing records for all testing sessions. Provide the 
Marking Office with weekly testing results. 

Maintain 
PE 

b. PE Marking Office. Input swims testing results in the 
MIDS system weekly. Notify Mike Schwob when a Midshipman shall 
be removed from the remedial swim roster for passing all 
requirements. The MO shall provide an updated CODEFREP every 
two weeks to track deficiencies. 

4. PRT Remediation. PRT remediation occurs during all academic 
terms, including the summer terms. Specific responsibilities 
for the PRT remediation program include: 

a. Director of the Human Performance Lab (DIR HPLAB). DIR 
HPLAB is responsible for the execution of the PRT remediation 
program. The DIR HPLAB shall oversee PRT remediation Mon-Fri at 
0550. DIR HPLAB shall design an effective remediation program 
and shall supervise the Physical Mission Officers (PMOs) , PE 
staff, and Temporary Additional Duty (TAD) Ensigns and Second 
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Lieutenants in the execution of the program. DIR HPLAB shall 
create and update the remedial PRT attendance tracking roster 
from the CODEFREP and shall maintain the roster. Additionally, 
DIR HPLAB shall post the roster online for visibility by the COs 
and the PELO and shall mark absences in the MIDS system. 

b. PE Marking Office. The PE Marking Office shall provide 
a CODEFREP every two weeks in order to update the tracker. 

5. Category V Midshipmen Remediation. The same policies, 
procedures and responsibilities as the PRT remediation program 
shall be employed. 

6. Cancellation. This notice is in effect for 1 year or until 
it is superseded by another notice, whichever occurs first. 

CHUK 

Distribution: 
All PE Electronically 
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